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Japanese Water Jars from the



















































Water Jar with Kokisai (Artist’s Glaze), Decorated  





























































































































































































Traditional Tea Ceramics and Modern Ceramic 













Two Generations of Modern Ceramic Masters  
The	works	on	display	can	be	separated	into	two	
groups:	those	by	“Grand	Masters”	–	famed	ceramic	
artists	born	from	the	latter	part	of	the	nineteenth	
century	through	the	first	decade	of	the	twentieth	
century,	and	“Later	Masters”	–	ceramicists	born	
mostly	between	the	1930s	and	1950s	who	are	
well	on	their	way	to	matching	or	exceeding	the	
accomplishments	of	their	esteemed	predecessors.	
The	most	prominent	name	in	the	first	group	is	that	
of	Kitaoji	Rosanjin,	(fig.	8)	also	the	earliest	potter	
represented.	Rosanjin,	as	he	is	commonly	known,	
did	not	come	from	a	ceramics	family,	but	was	an	
epicurean	and	connoisseur	of	historical	ceramics	who	
is	best	known	for	the	wares	he	made	for	serving	food	
and	drink.	Water	jars	by	him	are	in	fact	quite	rare.	
Another	Grand	Master	is	Kato	Tokuro,	who	is	credited	
with	helping	to	revive	Momoyama-style	ceramics	from	
the	Mino	area	(Gifu	prefecture).	Both	Rosanjin	and	
Kato	Tokuro	were	among	the	first	ceramicists	awarded	
the	designation	Holder	of	Important	Intangible	
Cultural	Assets	(known	informally	as	Living	National	
Treasure),	with	Kato	accepting	the	award,	and	the	
irascible	Rosanjin	refusing	it.
Some	of	the	Grand	Masters	were	heirs	to	long-
established	potting	families,	including	Miwa	Kyuwa	
(earlier	known	as	Kyusetsu	X)	who	was	the	tenth	
generation	descendant	of	the	Hagi	tradition,	begun	by	
potters	brought	from	Korea	at	the	end	of	the	sixteenth	
century.	Kiyomizu	Rokubei	VI	(fig.	9)	was	descended	
from	a	potter	who	established	himself	in	the	ancient	
capital	of	Kyoto	in	the	eighteenth	century.	Although	
both	of	these	artists	continued	styles	that	had	been	
started	more	than	a	century	before,	each	added	his	
own	innovations	that	imparted	a	modern	sensibility	
to	their	works.	One	of	these	is	the	technique	dubbed	
kokisai,	which	Rokubei	VI	invented	to	create	the	
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